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Abstract
This is a new edition of a book on random data analysis which has been on the
market since 1966 and which was extensively revised in 1971. The book has been a
bestseller since. It has been fully updated to cover new procedures developed in the
last 15 years and extends the discussion to a broad range of applied fields, such as
aerospace, automotive industries or biomedical research.
The primary purpose of this book is to provide a practical reference and tool for
working engineers and scientists investigating dynamic data or using statistical
methods to solve engineering problems. It is comprehensive and self-contained and
expands the coverage of the theory, including derivations of the key relationships in
probability and random-process theory not usually found to such extent in a book of
this kind. It could well be used as a teaching textbook for advanced courses on the
analysis of random processes.
The first four chapters present the background material on descriptions of data,
properties of linear systems and statistical principles. They also include probability
distribution formulas for one-, two- and higher-order changes of variables. Chapter
five gives a comprehensive discussion of stationary random-process theory,
including material on wave-number spectra, level crossings and peak values of
normally distributed random data. Chapters six and seven develop mathematical
relationships for the detailed analysis of single input/output and multiple input/output
linear systems including algorithms. In chapters eight and nine important practical
formulas to determine statistical errors in estimates of random data parameters and
linear system properties from measured data are derived. Chapter ten deals with data
aquisition and processing, including data qualification. Chapter eleven describes
methods of data analysis such as data preparation, Fourier transforms, probability
density functions, auto- and cross-correlation, spectral functions, joint record
functions and multiple input/output functions. Chapter twelve shows how to handle
nonstationary data analysis, classification of nonstationary data, probability structure

of nonstationary data, calculation of nonstationary mean values or mean square
values, correlation structures of nonstationary data and spectral structures of
nonstationary data. The last chapter deals with the Hilbert transform including
applications for both nondispersive and dispersive propagation problems. All
chapters include many illustrations and references as well as examples and problem
sets. This allows the reader to use the book for private study purposes.
Altogether the book can be recommended for practical working engineers and
scientists to support their daily work, as well as for university readers as a teaching
textbook in advanced courses.
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